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We hope you enjoy these highlights of 
our work in 2016. For more details, please 
visit our combined Annual Report and 
Programme Performance Report online.

http://web.unep.org/annualreport
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Hawaii Volcanoes National Park in the United States. The rare 

delta that spanned more than 10 hectares before it fell into 
the sea on 31 December 2016, producing explosions and giant 
waves in the area. The park, which celebrated its 100th birthday 
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G20 embraces Green Finance

World leaders meeting at the G20 Summit 
in Hangzhou, China, in September 
issued a communiqué recognizing 
the importance of scaling up green 

are proud to build on our work in this 

Environment Executive Director 

UN Environment earns top marks

In an extensive external review, 

management, operational management, 
performance management, and 

Multilateral Organisation Performance 

environmental issues and providing a 

UN kicks off massive campaign to 
end the illegal wildlife trade

of a global campaign, Wild for Life, to 

campaign, which has been rolled out in 

1 billion people, inspired 12,000 pledges 
of action, and been named among the top 

late 2016, several of the campaign’s 

international protections and China 
announced a total ban on commercial 

Wild for Life

Kigali Amendment delivers a win 
for the climate

landmark deal to reduce the emissions 
of powerful greenhouse gases, 

to the Montreal Protocol on Substances 

biggest step the world has taken to limit 

Paris Agreement comes into force

Climate Change came into effect after it 

Environment is working with countries 
around the world to help them achieve 
the Agreement’s ambitious goal of 

Nigeria launches Ogoniland 
clean-up

restoration of the Ogoniland region in 

to a succession of oil spills over the last 

Highlights



Message from António Guterres
UN Secretary-General

natural resources; climate change will 

protecting our environment is critical to 

spend far more time and resources 

to climate change, we can lower the risk 

can cut off a critical source of funding 

economic growth and make societies 

sustainable development and a 

with a multitude of partners, including 

Once again, the past year was the hottest ever. Sixteen of the 17 
warmest years on record have occurred during this young century. This 
trend not only threatens the world’s ecosystems and biodiversity but 
poses a serious risk for peace, security and sustainable development. 



front and centre in our work to protect 

determined to leave this world better than 

a real adventure to be part of a team striving 

politicians who can create policies to 
cut pollution and protect our oceans and 

and individual citizens, who can inspire 

In fact, if there is one lesson to draw 

developments of 2016, it’s that we need to 

Message from Erik Solheim
UN Environment Executive Director

Environment’s mission must be to improve those people’s lives by 

of technical solutions, many of which could create jobs and economic 
growth. The only raw material we lack is political will and, sometimes, 
public engagement.

Sometimes people ask me: 
can I change the world? I 

the world? 

UN ENVIRONMENT



Environment and its partners are taking 

working with local leaders in Morocco 

helping the people of Haiti build their 
resilience to hurricanes, earthquakes and 

political leaders together to phase down the 

Oceans Patron, Lewis Pugh, Antarctica’s 

with people and helping them make the 
transition to a greener, more sustainable 

Sometimes people ask me: Can I change the 

started with a small but dedicated group 
of people who clung to their goals and 

bold steps to build a better, healthier, more 
sustainable future for ourselves, our children 

GONZALO FUENTES / REUTERS



In our work on climate change, we focus on 
achieving results in three areas:

• Climate resilience, where we support 

and other approaches to adapt and build 
resilience to climate change; 

• Low-emission growth, where we support 

and reduce their emissions of greenhouse 

• REDD+, where we enable countries to 
capitalize on investment opportunities 
that reduce greenhouse emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation 
with adequate social and environmental 

we enabled Albania, Angola and Antigua and 

the total number of countries who have 

approaches into their national plans, 

growth, we supported six East African 
countries to explore their potential for 

of 3 million square meters of solar water 

eight countries access technologies related 

the Government of Morocco to reduce 

installed in homes and businesses 

thousands of people, and reduced 

to avoid more than 4 million tons of 

Climate Change

NEIL PALMER (CIAT)
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In our work on disasters and conflicts, we 
focus on achieving results in two areas: 

• Risk reduction, where we improve 
countries’ abilities to use environmental 
management to prevent and reduce 
the risks of natural hazards, industrial 
disasters and conflict; and

• where we 
support countries in the aftermath of a 

environmental risks that could have 

Over the course of 2016, we supported 22 

of natural disasters, industrial accidents and 

measures of success is the extent to which 
we can integrate environmental solutions for 

We responded to crises and supported 

to the scenes of acute environmental 

assessments of environmental damage and 

provide important opportunities for us to 

Afghanistan, Haiti, South Sudan and Sudan 

assistance in the wake of conflict or other 
address environmental challenges on 

Weathering the storm
Helping locals reduce their 

has integrated disaster risk reduction 
across all of its programming in the 

restoring mangroves, and teaching 

trainings learn how marine and 

effects of extreme weather, such as 

Disasters and Conflicts

UN PHOTO
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focus on achieving results in three areas:  

• The enabling environment, where we 
help countries incorporate the value and 

planning and accounting frameworks;

• 
 where we help countries 

• 
where we help countries use an 

We help countries take account of 

44 countries had incorporated the health 

With our support, 33 countries enabled 
different sectors of their economies to 

water basins took steps to secure their 

establishment of protected areas in Bolivia, 

Action on marine litter and wastewater 
continued to increase in 2016, with another 

and private sector entities agreeing on 
marine litter or wastewater action plans 

approach to improve the management of the 

Ecosystem Management

the Government of Iraq to restore the 
Marshlands of Mesopotamia, which 

conditions, and worked in collaboration 
with local communities to develop a plan to 

FLICKR / SUWANDONO WAWAN
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Environmental governance comprises the 
rules, practices, policies and institutions 
that shape how humans interact with 

institutions and improve environmental 

• Improving coherence and leveraging 

agreements work together 

• Strengthening laws and institutions, where 
we support national efforts to develop and 
enforce laws and strengthen institutions to 

• Mainstreaming the environment into 
development, where we help countries 

2016, with our support, the World Bank, the 

colleagues in the secretariats of multilateral 
environmental agreements, with three new 

Strong environmental rule of law is the 
bedrock of environmental governance and 

as a result of our engagement, Sierra Leone 

response manual for prosecuting wildlife 
crime, and Antigua and Barbuda introduced 

to help them assess the state of their 

for Europe” conference endorsed a Strategic 

Ministers from other regions also reached 
consensus on air pollution and other 

Environmental Governance

Good riddance to plastic bags
Antigua and Barbuda has 

of which ended up on the beaches 

the government announced a blanket 

technical support and connecting 
the government with experts from 

enormous success, with widespread 

FLICKR / FRANCO PECCHIO
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In our work on chemicals and waste, we 
focus on achieving results in three areas:

• The enabling environment, where we 
support countries to develop the policies 

• Chemicals, where we help countries and 
other stakeholders manage chemicals 
and implement related multilateral 
environmental agreements; and 

• Waste, where we help countries and 
other stakeholders manage waste 
and implement related multilateral 

putting in place policies to control lead in 

governments, nine businesses and 

In 2016, one government, two private 

we supported the government in the 

Chemicals and Waste

Penang goes green

connect with private sector partners, and 

tackle its pollution challenges and helped 

efforts, local leaders have made a big bet on 
composting, requiring residents to separate 

REUTERS
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on achieving results in three areas:

•  where 
we help countries make the transition to 
inclusive green economies; 

•  where we work with 
governments, businesses and other 

more sustainable; and 

• where 
we empower countries, businesses, 

In 2016, with our support, ten countries and 
one region adopted or started to implement 

tourism, buildings and construction, and 

countries, institutions and businesses took 
concrete steps to make those sectors more 

example, ten hotels in Morocco were able 

and develop new and sustainable business 

to help them make their government 

A triple win for business

a triple win in 2016: Earning more 

which is working with companies 
and governments around the world, 
Galco examined its entire production 

reduce their hazardous discharges, 

REUTERS
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In our work to keep the environment 
under review, we focus on bridging the 
gap between the producers and users of 
environmental information, so that science 

on achieving results in three areas:

• Assessments, where we support global, 

environmental information accessible on 
open platforms; 

• , where we provide 
planning authorities with information on 
emerging environmental issues of global 
importance; and

• Information management, where we 

communicate environmental information 

We are working with partners to coordinate 
global efforts to generate data on 
progress toward achieving the Sustainable 

Goals’ indicators, where global data sets 

entities to help countries develop their 

also published six regional environment 
outlooks, which are the building blocks of 
the next Global Environment Outlook, to be information to educate, provide guidance, 

cent of cases, stakeholders had used the 

Environment under Review

A line in the sand

news, calling international attention 

northern China alone, sand and dust 
storms caused economic losses of 

global assessment of sand and dust 

we need to develop strong policies 

Environment’s Gemma Shepherd, lead 

BRUNO LOCATELLI/CIFOR

ANDREW ROBBO ROBERTS



Key Financials

Budget, Expenditures & Income

Top 10 Environment Fund contributors

Switzerland $4,000,000

Japan $2,492,632

Environment Fund

Earmarked Contributions

Global Environment Facility

Regular Budget

Programme Support

Total
Expenditures
$511 Million

Total
Income
$457 Million

Total
Budget
$339 Million

16.6

63.6

197.9211

21.9

135.559.2

19.9 11.4

112.7

131.5

64.9

238.5

22.3



The World’s Parliament of the 
Environment

land degradation, the illegal trade in wildlife, 
and the protection of the environment 

is integral to implementing the 2030 Agenda 
for Sustainable Development and the Paris 

will focus on the theme of pollution, will be 

The United Nations Environment Assembly is the world’s highest-
level decision-making body on the environment. In 2016, UN 
Environment hosted the second gathering of the Assembly in 
Nairobi from 23 to 27 May. 

We have a mission to generate a 

Edgar Gutiérrez Espeleta, 
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Partnerships

Business

fostering sustainable economic 

continue to expand these partnerships, 

A few of our initiatives

UN Environment Finance 
Initiative
including banks, insurers and investors 

The Global Programme of Action (GPA) for 
the Protection of the Marine Environment 
from Land-based Activities partners with 
businesses to address the connections 
between terrestrial, freshwater, coastal and 

Partnership for Action on Green 
 works with businesses and 

governments to reframe economic policies 

2016 Highlights

Sustainable 
Innovation Expo, which brought together 

UN Sustainable Stock Exchanges 
Initiative

partners, representing over 70 per cent of 

UN Environment Finance Initiative 
Global Roundtable in Dubai brought 

advocate for important causes, provide 

decisions, and channel the voices of those 

In 2016, most meetings of the Committee 
of Permanent Representatives

In our increasingly interconnected world, environmental challenges 
are too complex and far-reaching to be addressed by any single entity. 
That’s why UN Environment is working hand in hand with forward-
thinking businesses and civil society groups to protect the planet, end 
poverty, and ensure sustainable prosperity for all.

UN ENVIRONMENT
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Multilateral Environmental 
Agreements

Vienna Convention for the Protection of the 
Ozone Layer and the Montreal Protocol on 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer

The Kigali Amendment was adopted 
th Meeting of Parties to the 

substances controlled under the Protocol 

Basel, Rotterdam and Stockholm 
Conventions 

700 people

The 10th

process” to promote collaboration among 

Minamata Convention on Mercury

15 governments
including China and Mali, bringing the 

15 additional 
 are required before the 

Convention on Biological Diversity

183 5th national reports have been 
submitted, indicating a submission rate of 

progress towards achieving the Aichi 

7,000 participants, including 4,000 
delegates from 170 countries and over 400 

41 decisions 

on Access to Genetic 

Congo, Liberia, Togo, Mali and Swaziland 

Cartagena Protocol on 

Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora

3,500 participants attended the 17th

of the Conference of the Parties to CITES, 
where 152 governments 

Over 500 species of animals and 

resolutions and decisions adopted at the 

Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals

The Intergovernmental Task Force on Illegal 

in the Mediterranean

Global conventions hosted by UN Environment

GRID ARENDAL



A Beautiful Planet

Jennifer 
Lawrence and with footage collected from 
astronauts on board the International 

perspective on humans’ impact on the 

IMAX CEO Rich Gelfond, who announced 

launching this campaign, we will change 
minds and hearts and make a greater impact 

down in Abu Dhabi, marking the completion 

Ambassador Bertrand Piccard and his 
partner André Borschberg

which carries 17,000 solar cells on its wings, 

to a cheering crowd in Abu Dhabi after 

Ambassadors and Allies

the Oceans Lewis Pugh

now the world’s largest protected area on 

Gisele Bündchen, Ian Somerhalder, Li 
Bingbing and , alongside more 

to the successful launch of the UN’s Wild for 
Life campaign, which aims to put an end to 

, 
Vietnamese performer Thu Minh, and 

With their help, Wild for Life
reached more than 1 billion people around 

NASA HQ

UN PHOTO

SOLAR IMPULSE
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Champions of the Earth

Six inspirational environmental leaders were awarded the UN’s 
highest environmental accolade, the Champions of the Earth 
Award, at a ceremony on the sidelines of the UN Biodiversity 
Conference in Cancún, Mexico in December 2016. 

HE Paul Kagame, President 

change and in national 

Afroz Shah, for outstanding 
leadership and initiative in 

support to remove 3,000 tonnes 
of litter from Versova beach in 

 founder of 

Innovators, Melbourne; and 

positive change through design, 
innovation, communication and 

Berta Cáceres, recognized 

campaigning for the rights of 
indigenous people in Honduras 
and the protection of their natural 

Masen, 

commitment to advancing solar 

affordable and innovative 

José Sarukhán Kermez, for 
a lifetime of leadership and 
innovation in the conservation 

FOR POLICY AND LEADERSHIP

FOR INSPIRATION AND ACTION

FOR SCIENCE AND INNOVATION

FOR INSPIRATION AND ACTION

FOR ENTREPRENEURIAL VISION

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

The 2016 Laureates

the vision and engagement needed at all levels to improve our stewardship of the planet, 
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